



I feel well enough on the other platform. Everything suits me
fine. Why should I join The Abyss?

The Abyss has all the features other platforms can offer.
But apart from that, on The Abyss you can profit from
inviting friends, fulfilling the developers' tasks, collecting
achievements, and also be involved in various game and
social activities.

How will my friends help me to get an income?

You invite your friends. They invite their friends. And those,
in turn, invite their friends, who also invite their friends to
invite their friends - all this is your 5-level referral chain.
Once one of your referrals pays in any game, you receive a
share of this payment.

What if I got tired of playing games? And what if I do not pay
in games?

There’s no need in playing and paying. If you are tired of
playing, you can still use your account to collect your share
of your referral chain payments.

How can I verify that I receive a share from my referrals'
payments?

We make the system ultimately transparent. Few will agree
their name to be displayed next to the payments info.
However, you will see all the percentage you have
received. If you want, you can register another account,
add it to your friends, make a payment and check your
main account afterwards - you will see the received
percentage.

Who pays me this percentage?

One third of the platform's net income is allocated to referral
programs. We consider this contribution’s fair, since it helps
to sustain your interest in playing on our platform.

The achievements and content generation are also
rewarded, right?
Exactly. The amount of payouts for each personal
achievement is proportional to the income of the particular
game and depends on the overall number of achievements
of that level of rarity performed on that particular day
throughout the entire platform. Articles, streams, reviews,
guides, fan-art, etc. are also rewarded.

Level of rarity?

Yes. The more difficult the achievement is, the less people
will get it. The less you get, the higher the level of rarity and
the amount of a reward for it.

Who pays for the achievements and my social activities?

Both are financed from Reward Bank, formed by the
remainder of the budget from the interrupted referral chains
and the Reserve, pledged at the fund raising stage of
platform development.

Interrupted referral chains? WTF?
It is quite logical to assume, that not all the players will
create a 5-level referral chain. Someone will have only one
level, the others will have three. The rest of the budget
meant for their unexisting referral levels will not be lost, but
will be deposited to the Reward Bank.

This sounds too awesome...

It's the 21st century, man. Wanna create a competitive
digital distribution platform? Then, you’ll definitely need to
implement a new approach to players. We decided to
share our income so that you liked the idea, and joined us.
All you need to do is to register and invite your friends. This
is so simple, isn’t it?

Why am I smiling all the time?
All gamers are dreamers. You believe in a miracle. And we
will do our best to make you feel happy.

And what if someone has already invited my friends?

Hence, they are already someone's referrals. Therefore, the
earlier you join The Abyss, the more opportunities you will
have to create a referral network comprising your friends.
After all, each of your friends means dozens of his friends,
hundreds of their friends. And so on.

Great! I'm in! Where shall I register?)

The imagined gamer is ready to register. This is a good
sign. For all IRL gamers: you can start creating your
referral networks at the Token Sale stage.
Read more at: www.theabyss.com/en/referral-program

My game is already on the Steam. Fuck yeah! Why should I
join your platform?

Because we do not require the exclusive placement. You
can join us either. We will offer you the same conditions as
other platforms, while additionally, you will receive a
referral system for your users and an internal CPA
Network for exchanging traffic with other developers. And
also the players who are extremely motivated in playing on
The Abyss, collecting all the achievements in your game,
writing guides, shooting reviews and so on. These are only
part of the benefits.

What is the referral system?

Imagine inviting a new player to the platform, who chooses
your game as his first. Now even if he switches to other
games, you will still be receiving a share not only of his
payments, but also the share of payments made by his
invited friends. And this is eternal! While playing numerous
games on the platform, each of your players will bring you
yet a higher income than simply paying personally in your
game.

God Almighty!

Ok, fine. And what is the internal CPA Network all about?

Surely you’ll have the players already reluctant to play
your game. Why not to exchange or sell them to another
developer who really needs them? If these are the players
from your referral network, then they will also bring you a
share of their payments in other games. And another
developer will exchange or sell his unwanted traffic to you.
Thus, we’re telling you “Stop competing - it's time to
become partners!”.
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I'm almost ready, but you should go on and convince me)

Both ABYSS tokens and fiat currency are acceptable on
The Abyss. Projects can be run as alfa / beta versions. We
also provide the exhaustive amount of project’s
information, including statistics, forecasts, metrics, reports
on registrations, partners, outflows, ROI, KPI, LV and LTV.
Moreover you can be integrated into the platform's 3-level
customer support service.
For details, please visit: www.theabyss.com
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